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Abstract

Production of oil and gas comes after several operations of drilling and
completion such as (perforation, acidizing and swabbing ..etc). Thus
protecting reservoir properties considered the most to produce hydrocarbon
with less cost and long life .
The production operations has several methods (natural and artificial). When
natural production getting lower ,artificial lift takes place. Thereafter,
Changing any reservoir parameters could effect the production quantity.
This study focused on changing of temperature parameter, pressure, salinity
and gas gravity on gas production by using PROSPER software.
The study results shows increasing of temperature reduces the quantity of
production, while increase of pressure increase the production of gas, also
increase of gas gravity reduce the gas production, whereas the salinity has no
effect on the gas production.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Introduction
The role of a production engineer is to maximize oil and gas production in a
cost - effective manner. Familiarization and understanding of oil and gas
production systems are essential to the engineers a complete oil or gas
production system consists of reservoir ,well, flow line , separators, pumps,
and transportation pipelines.
The reservoir supplies wellbore with crude oil or gas. The well provides a path
for the production fluid to flow from bottom hole to surface and offers a
means to control the fluid production rate.
The flow line leads the produced fluid to separators. The separators remove
gas and water from the crude oil .Pumps and compressors are used to transport
oil and gas through pipelines to sales points[1].
Wells in the same reservoir can fall into categories of oil, condensate, and gas
wells depending on the producing gas–oil ratio (GOR).Gas wells are wells
with producing GOR being greater than 100,000 scf/stb; condensate wells are
those with producing GOR being less than 100,000 scf/stb but greater than
5,000 scf/stb; and wells with producing GOR being less than 5,000 scf/stb are
classified as oil wells. Oil reservoirs can be classified on the basis of boundary
type, which determines driving mechanism, and which are as follows(Waterdrive reservoir, Gas-cap drive reservoir, Dissolved-gas drive reservoir).Oil
and gas wells are drilled like an upside-down telescope. The large-diameter
borehole section is at the top of the well. Each section is cased to the surface,
or a liner is placed in the well that laps over the last casing in the well. Each
casing or liner is cemented into the well (usually up to at least where the
cement overlaps the previous cement job). The last casing in the well is the
production casing (or production liner). Once the production casing has been
1

cemented into the well, the production tubing is run into the well. Usually a
packer is used near the bottom of the tubing to isolate the annulus between the
outside of the tubing and the inside of the casing. Thus, the produced fluids
are forced to move out of the perforation into the bottom of the well and then
into the inside of the tubing. Packers can be actuated by either mechanical or
hydraulic mechanisms. The production tubing is often (particularly during
initial well flow) provided with a bottom-hole choke to control the initial well
flow (i.e., to restrict overproduction and loss of reservoir pressure). defined as
a well producing solely because of the natural pressure of the reservoir. It is
composed of casings, tubing, packers, down-hole chokes (optional), wellhead,
Christmas tree, and surface chokes. Most wells produce oil through tubing
strings, mainly because a tubing string provides good sealing performance and
allows the use of gas expansion to lift oil. The American Petroleum Institute
(API) defines tubing size using nominal diameter and weight (per foot). The
nominal diameter is based on the internal diameter of the tubing body. The
weight of tubing determines the tubing outer diameter. Steel grades of tubing
are designated H-40, J-55, C-75, L-80, N-80, C-90, and P-105, where the
digits represent the minimum yield strength in 1,000 psi[2].

1.2 The objective of the study:
 Maintaining the mechanism of the reservoir.
 Well productivity design.
 Study the factors affecting gas wells.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review

2.1 Behavior type:
2.1.1 Phase Diagrams
Consider the phase diagram in figure (2.1) for a two-phase hydrocarbon
system, liquid and gas. The chart shows the possible states in the reservoir,
including a prominent area called a saturation envelope. A bubble point line
bounds the envelope on the left; a dew point line forms the right boundary.

Fig(2.1): Typical oil and gas phase diagram[3]

2.1.2 Reservoir Fluid Categories:
Petroleum engineers recognize major types of reservoir fluids:
 black oil
 volatile oil
 wet gas
 dry gas
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type of hydrocarbon in the reservoir can be reliably identified by observing
three critical characteristics of the produced fluids in table:

Fluid type
black oil

volatile oil

wet gas

dry gas

Table 2.1 types of reservoir fluids:
Gas-oil ratio
Gravity

Liquid color
very dark,often
black ,but
sometimes green
or brown

<2000 scf/stb

<45 degrees API

2000 to3300
scf/stb

>45 degrees API

Brown, orange
sometimes green

>50000 scf/stb

45 to 60 degrees
API

Clear white

No Liquid
hydrocarbon

2.1.2.1 Black Oil:
Black oil are sometimes also referred to as ordinary oils because they are most
common type of oil reservoirs. these types of oils are generally composed of
more. then 20% heptanes plus fraction indicating a large quantity of
hydrocarbon components. Therefore , their phase envelopes are the widest of
all types of reservoir fluids , covering a wide temperature range .Due to a
significant amount of heptanes plus fraction, the critical point is generally
found high up the phase envelope. The oil is at its bubble point pressure below
the bubble point. Due to the high critical temperatures, the reservoir
conditions are relatively far away from the critical temperature, which results
in fairly low bubble point pressure. The initial producing GORs are usually.
within 250 to 1750 scf/STB .remaining constant when reservoir pressure are
above bubble point pressure.
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Fig (2.2): Typical black oil phase diagram[3]

2.1.2.2 Volatile Oil:
In comparison to black oil, volatile oil contain relatively fewer heavy HC
components and intermediate components. the temperature range covered by
the phase envelope of volatile oil is somewhat smaller compared to black oil,
volatile oil generally high bubble point pressure. the oil undergoes relatively
high shrinkage as pressure and temperature condition change as the oil
produced. the initial producing GORs of volatile oil typically range between
1750 and 3200scf/stb , which remains constant when the reservoir pressure is
above the bubble point pressure. the volatile oil the initial formation factor is
usually greater than 2 resrovir.bbl/stb ,the stock tank oil gravity is usually
higher than 40 degree API[3].
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Fig (2.3): Typical volatile oil phase diagram[3]

2.1.2.3 Wet-Gas Reservoir:
The word wet does not mean that reservoir fluid is with water but refers to the
hydrocarbon liquid that condensates at surface condition .awet gas is primarily
composed of predominantly smaller molecules and making its phase envelope
much smaller and it is located entirely over a temperature range below that of
thereservoir. the temperature is greater than the cricondentherm. Because no
condensate is formed in the reservoir ,the overall composition of the gas in
the reservoir remain ,unchanged throughout the entire life of the reservoir. the
production GORs generally greater than 5000scf/stb remain constant during
the reservoir production. the condensate produced by a wet gas on the surface
is usually water white colored and having a high API gravity[4].
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Fig (2.4): Phase diagram for a wet gas [4]

2.1.2.4 Dry-gas reservoir:
The word dry in dry gases is used from a composition standpoint that is the
gas is primarily composed of methane and some intermediate component and
incapable of producing condensed even at the surface. usually some liquid
water is condensed at the surface. the results in both the production path in the
reservoir and the separator condition lying outside the entire phase envelope.
therefore dry gas remains single phase in reservoir and on the surface[5].
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Fig (2.5): phase diagram for a dry gas[5]

2.1.3 Gas Wells and Oil Wells:
The first two categories, black oils and volatile oils, produce through wells
generally called oil wells, although volatile oils can result in a large proportion
of associated gas. The wells tapping the reservoirs containing any of the three
gas types described earlier can be and often are called gas wells. All three
reservoirs hold gas at initial conditions. The retrograde reservoir ultimately
retains most of its liquids, producing a relatively small amount. The wet gas
reservoir produces condensate, and the dry gas reservoir produces nearly
100% gas. All the wells produce dissolved or entrained water to the surface
separators-some dissolved in the gas, some entrained in the oil and gas
streams[6].
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2.1.4 Producing Phases:
The production life of any oil well could be divided into several stages:
Each type is determined by the amount of energy and pressure in the reservoir.
For example, the life of a gas well is affected by a decrease in pressure, but its
stages are considered less complicated because gas production is easier than
producing oil. Figure(2.6) shows the importance of pressure over time.
In the first years of production of the well, the reservoir pressure is high and
the fluid in the reservoir flows to the well hole and the surface, but inevitably
the reservoir pressure will decrease and it may decrease to the bottom of the
production tube and stop the production, and this calls for some kind of
assistance[7].

Fig (2.6) Production phase of an oil well, As pressure reservoir decline, production
decline
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2.2 Primary Production:
The first producing phase is' known as the primary phase and includes
two stages:
 Natural flow.
 Artificial lift.
then the reservoir pressure has been depleted to the point that fluid entering
the wellbore does not flow to the surface, the fluid must be pumped from the
well or otherwise assisted in its path to the surface.
2.2.1 Natural flow:
Including primary recovery mechanism as it is the stage when the natural
energy of the reservoir is used to transport hydrocarbons towards and out of
the production wells. The earliest possible determination of the drive
mechanism is a primary goal in the early life of the reservoir, as its knowledge
can greatly improve the management and recovery of reserves from the
reservoir in its middle and later life. There are five important drive
mechanisms: (i) Solution gas drive; (ii) Gas cap drive; (iii) Water drive; (iv)
Gravity drainage; (v) Combination or mixed drive[8].
The natural flow is the simplest, most direct and most profitable stage in the
life of the produced wells, the gas producing well may remain in this situation
for most of its life, but in oil wells and even some gas wells sometimes during
the natural flow a lot of water may make its way to the well hole. Water
reduces the percentage of water in the wellhead during the natural flow stage,
and its weight can increase the pressure in the reservoir, (water with a gravity
of 10 is more dense than any oil that flows naturally) while the production of
natural flow with water interruption reaches me 50% is not unusual, because
the reservoir pressure drop makes operation pain You will pass during this
period less likely[9].
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2.2.2 Artificial lift:
In addition to the previous drive mechanisms, artificial lifting is considered as
a primary recovery, which is a process used to increase pressure within the
reservoir, when the natural drive energy of the reservoir is not strong enough
to push the oil to the surface. The two main categories of artificial lift include
pumping systems and gas lift. Gas lift method injects compressed gas into the
well to re-establish pressure, making it produce. On the other hand, jack
pumps are submersed and used to lift the oil to the surface[10].
2.2.3 Inflow Performance Relationship & Vertical Lift Performance:
1- Inflow Performance Relationship (IPR):
is defined as the well flowing bottom-hole pressure (Pwf) as a function of
production rate. It describes the flow in the reservoir. The Pwf is defined in
the pressure range between the average reservoir pressure and atmospheric
pressure.
2- Vertical Lift Performance (VLP):
named also Outflow, describes the bottom-hole pressure as a function of flow
rate. The VLP depends on many factors including fluid PVT properties, well
depth, tubing size, surface pressure, water cut and GOR. It describes the flow
from the bottom-hole of the well to the wellhead.
Both the Inflow Performance Relationship and the Vertical Lift Performance
relate the wellbore flowing pressure to the surface production rate. While the
IPR represents what the reservoir can deliver to the bottom hole, the VLP
represents what the well can deliver to the surface.
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Fig (2.7): Intersection between IPR and VPL

The intersection of the IPR with the VLP, called the operating point, yields the
well deliverability[11].

2.3 Factors affecting gas productivity in gas wells:2.3.1 Reservoir pressure:
The pressure of fluids within the pores of a reservoir, usually hydrostatic
pressure, or the pressure exerted by a column of water from the formation's
depth to sea level. When impermeable rocks such as shale's form as sediments
are compacted, their pore fluids cannot always escape and must then support
the total overlying rock column, leading to anomalously high formation
pressures. Because reservoir pressure changes as fluids are produced from a
reservoir, the pressure should be described as measured at a specific time,
such as initial reservoir pressure. The pressure within the reservoir rock The
formation pressure value can be further categorized as relating to flowing well
or shut-in conditions. Reservoir pressure is a basic control on gas capacity and
reservoir behavior and consists of two principal components: lithostatic
12

pressure and hydrostatic pressure. Lithostatic pressure is a consequence of
overburden stress, whereas hydrostatic pressure is the component of reservoir
pressure caused by pore fluid.
The reservoir pressure is one of the important factors in gas product,
where will affect the pipeline design and operation. Reservoir pressure is
directly related to the wellhead pressure, which will affect the pipeline
operation pressure. vary high reservoir pressure can require special metallurgy
for the piping and can drive up the material cost dramatically. in process gas
production any change in reservoir pressure can effect on production. When
reservoir pressure decrease is used artificial lift mechanism[12].

2.3.2 Reservoir temperature:
reservoir temperature is also an important factor governing the phase behavior
and the properties of the reservoir fluids.
Reservoir temperature, which depends upon the reservoir depth, can be
estimated by the following equation:
Tr = Ts + Tgradient *

(2.2)[12]

Where Tr = reservoir temperature F0, TS = temperature at surface F0, Tgradient =
temperature gradient F0/100 ft.
reservoir temperature is one of the most important parameters to assess the
potential of a geothermal field prior to drilling. Although geological
considerations and geophysical measurements can give strong indications of
the possible reservoir temperature, the most reliable temperature information
comes from chemical geothermometry. To apply them, samples of the
geothermal fluid or gases collected from hot springs and steam vents are
needed. Chemical geothermometry is also commonly used to assess reservoir
temperature in wells. This is of course a major limitation for the use of the
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chemical geothermometers, as hot springs or steam vents might be absent or
have limited spatial coverage.
Chemical geothermometry refers to the use of chemistry to evaluate the
temperature in geothermal reservoirs.
The reservoir temperature in process production also effect pipeline
metallurgy and operation . vary high reservoir temperature may require use of
special materials and drive up pipeline cost .extreme high or low temperature
can eliminate some design flexibility. If reservoir temperature is too low and
the pipeline fluid temperature is lower than wax appearance temperature and
gas hydrate temperature . also when occur change in reservoir temperature
may effect on production of gas[12].

2.3.3 Salinity:
Salinity simply means the presence of soluble salts in the formation, and there
are various types of salts such as Sodium Chloride (NaCl), Magnesium and
Calcium Sulphates and Bicarbonates. Dissolved salts in saline water form
ions. The most common salts in saline water is table salt (Sodium Chloride,
NaCl), gypsum (Calcium Sulphate, CaSO4), Epsom salts (Magnesium
Sulphate, MgSO4), and baking soda (Sodium Bicarbonate). Salts dissolve in
water and form positive ions (cations) and negative ion.
Water salinity is important in determining hydrocarbon reserves since relative
hydrocarbon saturation is determined indirectly as the difference between
reservoir porosity and the water volume determined from its electrical
conductivity.
From definition salinity can know extent of its effect on production of gas ,as
if there is condensate gas may have slight on production , salinity is mostly
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associated with water formation so the possibility of having an effect on the
gas production is very week [13].

2.3.4 Gravity:
Gas gravity is defined the molar mass of natural gas divided by molar mass
of air , The molecular weight of air is usually taken as equal to 28.97 (∼79%
nitrogen and 21% oxygen). Therefore, the gas-specific gravity is :
g

(2.2)[13]

=

where MWa is the apparent molecular weight of gas, which can be calculated
on the basis of gas composition.
Gas gravity effect calculation gas viscosity, compressibility , compressibility
factor ,and solution gas-oil ratio, because of these effects occur change in gas
gravity may effect on average production of gas[13].
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Chapter 3
Data And Methodology

3.1 PROSPER SIMULATOR:
PROSPER is a software package used in oil industry for production engineer
and performance analysis purpose by the petroleum production engineers. this
software provides a good prediction on the production aspects of a specific
well after being utilized to enhance its production.
Using PROSPER simulator allow petroleum production engineers to design a
complete production model. These models can include reservoir data, well and
surface gathering station. PROSPER can model and optimize the production
and water or gas injection system simultaneously.

Fig (3.1) show the main interface prosper software
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3.2 Data:
There are several data that are entered for a software to get the required
results, which is (PVT data , IPR data , Equipment DATA ) and we in this
study most of the data that we need are data of wellbore.

Table3.1 PVT DATA

NO.

N.parmetar

value

1

Gas gravity

0.58

2

Separator pressure

200

psi

3

Condensate gravity

50

API

1

STB/MMSCF

4

Condensate gas
ratio

unit

5

Water gas ratio

1

STB/MMSCF

6

Water salinity

100000

ppm

7

Mole %H2S

0

%

8

Mole %CO2

0.5

%

9

Mole %N2

2

%
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Table 3.2 IPR data

NO.

N.parmetar

Value

unit

1

Inflow model

Petroleum expert

-

2

Skin model

Enter skin by hand

-

3

Pr

5300

psig

4

Tr

166

F

5

WGR

1

-

6

K

25

md

7

h

55 ft.

Ft

8

A

500

acres

9

Ditez shape factor

31.6

-

10

rw

0.354

Ft

11

Perforation interval

55

Ft

12

t

50

days

0.15

fraction

0.25

fraction

13
14

Lw
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Table 3.3 Deviation survey

Depth (ft.)

True vertical depth (ft.)

0
1500

0
1500

2000

1980

2500

2450

3000

2883

3500

3300

4000

3721

4500

4140

5000

4560

5400

4900

Table 3.4 Down hole equipment
Type

Tubing

Depth (ft.)

1000

SSSV

Inside

Inside

Rate

diameter(in)

roughness(in)

multipilr

3.958

0.0006

1

3

1

Tuning

5000

3.958

0.0006

1

Casing

5400

6

0.0006

1

Table 3.5 Geothermal gradient
Depth(ft)

Temperature (F)

0

45

1500

75

5400

100
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3.3 System summary:
From the main interface of the program clicking options summary Through
this window that determine the quality of the fluid that will be operated by
software where selected dry and wet gas and also calculation by water vapour
where which selected to select calculate condensed water vapor and may the
history can be by clicking on the date stamp above the window and keep other
data intact.

Fig (3.2): system summary window
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3.4 PVT data:
From the main interface of the program clicking PVT DATA, In this window,
parameters were entered through our date as it was done to reservoir . data and
the proportion of impurities in the gas and in this window PVT is important as
changing any of them can change the rate of gas production.

Fig( 3.3): PVT DATA window
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3.5 Equipment data:
From the main interface of the program clicking equipment data In this
window that entered the data related to the equipment which been entered the
depth related to the length of the well by selecting deviation survey and we
entering the equipment data in down hole by selecting by selecting down hole
equipment data of surface equipment because work in down hole and we also
enter geothermal gradient and data of average heat capacities is keep.

Fig (3.4): equipment data window
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3.6 IPR model:
From the main interface of the program clicking IPR data in this window,
reservoir model that where selected work on where we selecting petroleum
experts and after we click on input data and enter the characteristics of
reservoir and then the click calculate to make an account IPR.

Fig (3.5): IPR model window
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3.7 system variable:
From the main interface of the program clicking analysis summary show
window that entered data top node pressure where represent pressure at
wellhead and other data then click continue to reach another window, clicking
on calculate where account the rate of gas production and from same this
window also click on plot to show the node which relationship between IPR
and VPL.

Figure (3.6): system variables window
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Chapter 4
Results and discussion

4.1 Results and discussion:
The results show the relationship between IPR and VPL as the intersection
point of IPR with VPL is a point that shows the amount of gas produced. as
noticed in the results the changes that will occur when change some PVT data.

4.1.1 PVT data constant

Fig (4.1): show when no change PVT

In the first result the data remains unchanged as noted that the amount of gas
produced = 74.682MMscf/day. Through this amount compared it with other
that obtained when change some characteristics of PVT data to see their
effect on the production process.
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4.1.2 Change temperature
When reservoir temperature change in PVT date.

Fig (4.2): shows gas produced when temperature = 300 F0

In this scenario temperature was changed where it was =166F0, changed to
300F0 to see its effect on the gas production process where ,we noticed that
the amount of gas produced decreased. The gas production rate decreases due
to temperature increase as Qg = 64.631MMscf/day.
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Fig( 4.3): shows gas produced when temperature = 100 F0

In this scenario we changed temperature where it was =166F0 ,we change to
100F0 to see its effect on the gas production process ,we noticed that the
amount of gas produced increased. the gas production rate increase due to
temperature decrease as Qg = 79.779MMscf/day.

Table 4.1 compare the effect Temperature on production gas
Gas production rate

Temperature (F)

(MMscf/day)

100
150
166
250
300

79.779
75.966
74.682
68.657
64.631
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Production gas rate (MMscf/day)
79.779
74.682

80

75.966
70

68.657
64.631

60
50
40
30
20
10
0
300

250

166

150

100

Fig (4.4): compare the effect Temperature on production gas
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4.1.3 Change gas gravity
When gas gravity change in PVT date

fig (4.5): shows gas produced when gas gravity = 0.85

In this scenario gas gravity was changed where it was = 0.58, changed to
0.85 to see its effect on the gas production process ,it's noticed that the amount
of gas produced decreased. As conclusion, the gas production rate decrease
due to gas gravity increase as Qg =59.656 MMscf/day
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fig (4.6): shows gas produced when gas gravity = 0.55

In this scenario gas gravity changed where it was = 0.58 , changed to 0.55 to
see its effect on the gas production process, noticed that the amount of gas
produced increased. the gas production rate increase due to gas gravity
decrease as Qg = 76.471MMscf/day

Table 4.2 compare the effect gas gravity on production gas
Gas gravity

Production gas rate (MMscf/day)

0.55
0.57
0.58
0.71
0.85

76.471
75.272
74.682
67.373
59.656
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Fig (4.7): compare the effect gas gravity on production gas
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4.1.4 Change pressure
When pressure change in PVT date.

fig (4.8): shows gas produced when pressure = 7000 psi

In this scenario pressure was changed where it was = 5300psi , changed to
7000psi to see its effect on the gas production process ,it's noticed that the
amount of gas produced increase. It's concluded that gas production rate
increase due to pressure increase decrease as Qg =109.577 MMscf/day
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fig (4.9) shows gas produced when pressure = 4500 psi

In this scenario we changed pressure where it was = 5300 ,we change to 4500
to see its effect on the gas production process ,we noticed that the amount of
gas produced decreased. We conclude that gas production rate decrease due to
pressure decrease as Qg =56.553 MMscf/day

Table 4.3 compare the effect reservoir pressure on production gas
pressure (psi)

Gas production rate (MMscf/day)

4500
5000
5300
6000
7000

56.553
68.128
74.682
89.588
109.577
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Fig(4.10): compare the effect pressure on production gas
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4.1.5 Change salinity
When salinity change in PVT date

Fig (4.11): shows gas produced when salinity = 180000 ppm

In this scenario salinity was changed where it was = 100000ppm , change to
180000ppm to see its effect on the gas production process ,it's noticed that the
amount of gas produced not any change. We conclude salinity not any effect
on gas produced .
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fig (4.12): shows gas produced when salinity = 50000 ppm

In this scenario salinity was changed where it was = 100000ppm ,we change
to 50000ppm to see its effect on the gas production process ,we noticed that
the amount of gas produced not any change. it's concluded salinity not any
effect on gas produced .

Table 4.4 compare the effect salinity on production gas
Salinity (PPm)

Gas production rate (MMscf/day)

50000

74.682

80000
100000
140000
1800000

74.682
74.682
74.682
74.682
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Fig(4.13): compare the effect salinity on production gas
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4.1.6 Change pressure and temperature together

Fig(4.14)show shows gas produced when increase Temperature and Pressure

In this scenario we changed temperature where it was =166 ,we change to
300F and change pressure from 5300psi to 6000psi , to see its effect on the
gas production process ,we noticed that the amount of gas produced increased.
the gas production rate increase due to temperature increase and increase
pressure as Qg = 77.741MMscf/day.
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Fig(4.15)show shows gas produced when decrease Temperature and Pressure

In this scenario we changed temperature where it was =166 ,we change to
100F and change pressure from 5300psi to 4500psi , to see its effect on the
gas production process ,we noticed that the amount of gas produced
decreased. the gas production rate decrease due to temperature decrease and
decrease pressure as Qg = 60.725MMscf/day

Table 4.5 compare the effect change pressure and temperature on production gas

Temperature (F)

Pressure (psi)

100
100
166
300
300

4500
6000
5300
4500
6000
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Gas production rate
(MMscf/day)
60.725
95.126
74.682
48.807
77.741

4.2 Design of well

Fig(4.15): Design of well
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
&
Recommendations

5.1 Conclusions
1- Prosper software is help solution problems facing the production process .
2- Prosper software is simple and easy to use and gives accurate results .
3- The temperature has a great impact on the gas production

process where

the relationship between gas production and temperature is a reverse
relationship.
4- The pressure affect the gas production process where there is proportion
relationship between them.
5- Salinity has no effect on the gas production process.
6- Gas gravity when increase the production rate decrease which has effect on
the gas production where there is a reverse relationship between them.
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5.2 Recommendations

1- It's highly recommend that studying the effect parameter that we
have not studied to see its effect on gas production process.
2- It's recommendation they are studying the effect changing
parameter in the case production block oil .
3- In production process must be maintain drive mechanism of
reservoir .
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